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About This Game

Have you ever heard about the Toymaker?

Story

In Toymaker you take on the role of Pale, a goat herder, equally feared and shunned by your own people. When you were a
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child, the Toymaker came for you, and you made him go away. You made him flee up to his mountain, and he hasn’t been seen
again since then.

But lately strange things have started to happen. The animals around the foot of the peak are moving closer and closer to the
village.

The midwinter night will soon be here once more.

Gameplay

Traverse a dark, twisted world unlike anything you’ve ever played before, where you can meet crafty gnomes and proud
reindeer.

10+ hours of dynamic, ever-changing story, with much more to explore outside the well-traveled paths.

Fight weird things created from darkness and light, in a place where healing is never fast and wounds take a long time to
mend.

Choose classes for your followers, to complement their strengths or to battle their weaknesses.

Make choices that influence the people in this world. Everyone can die, even you. Every path affects your characters,
shaping their story and twisting the game.

How much will you sacrifice to see the end of your journey?

End

This game is a three year long labour of love. Everything is handcrafted, from graphics, to design and music. Hopefully you will
enjoy the result.

Toymaker uses the classic RPG maker 2003 engine as the stone to carve its saga on. Polishing and breaking it, until something
unique was made.

Thank you for your time.
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Having an experience with TTS, I needed to try Tabletopia as well when it appeared on Steam.

What I liked best is that while it is essentially a sandbox like TTS, the TT devs really use a lot of digital features to make the
process easier and more smooth. For example, the hand with your cards is glued to the bottom of the screen and is super
convenient, no need to keep the cards on the table. The other people can see the number of objects in your hand on your avatar
and what you are doing at the moment.
And the table itself is unlimited, so nothing falls off. The tables in TTS really annoy me every time anyone knocks or drops
anything off them causing chaos or when you simply don\u2019t have enough room for the components, especially when
there\u2019s several players.

In general TT looks and feels very nice and pro, I just really hope it did not involve subscriptions but rather sold games as
DLCs... But since it will be f2p soon, I am okay with that.. Great little game, a bit short but it is really fun its like a blend of
professor layton and scooby doo, so its awesome, tons of personality, great backgrounds, and cutescens, the characters are really
relatable and pretty deep, and the mystery is real... it is quite rewarding figuring it out yourself. Used to play this game and game
back to see what's new and am glad I did. Good to see that the game has added a lot of new content and things to keep players
busy. Having a good time learning the new stuff and glad to see some older cards are still strong. Overall a fun game if you like
a simpler, more relaxed card game. Looks like the devs are going to keep growing and adding to it so you know itll be around
awhile.. The game's great, defenitively. One of the better 4x games I've played (if you're deciding between this and, for example
civilization I'd reccomend this one). I have little bad to say about it to be perfectly honest.

All I've got is that I believed that the Collection Bundle would include all future DLC as well, this was a mistake on my part.
Take care not to repeat it.. DONUT COUNTY, is essentially the free web browser game Hole.io. However, it is extremely
stylised with this polygonal aesthetic. It is filled to the brim with character and takes the free web browser game and turns it
into a fully immersive storyline. It has amazing animals, all with their own personalities, gorgeous landscapes, and to top it
all off? An amazing soundtrack that adds even more to the unique places and animals.

PROS:
  - Cute animals with unique identities
  - Very stylistic
  - Incredible soundtrack with a variety of songs
  - Super simple controls
  - Adorable story
  - Steam achievements!

CONS:
  - Extremely short
  - Fairly easy
  - This concept had already been done
  - Very pricey for the amount of game you get
  To get an idea of how long this game is, I finished the whole game and got all the achievements in 3 hours.. Saw this game
on a You Tube video list of favorite games you've probably never played, and it sounded interesting. The graphics are simple
and fun, the music is perfect, and the gameplay is clever and interesting. It's not perfect, and there are some frustrations,
especially in the last few levels. Also, for those looking to be challenged, it's not a very difficult game, nor does it take a very
long time to play through all of the levels. However, if you enjoy a casual game that you can play for 15-20 minutes at a
sitting and then come back to later, this is it!
Probably not worth the full price, definitely worth picking up on sale.. Hmmm... good game in all, but it should have have
the ability to store workshop puzzle so i can play them offline... Other than that good game.. This game is worth every penny
and beyond!

It might be a little light on the track pieces, but scaling and being able to rotate them in any direction adds some more depth
to building.

If you ever played with toy cars as a kid, this game will bring you back to those days. Fun for any age, easy to pick up, and
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creates great moments that keep you wanting to do more.

The only nitpicks I have are:

- The driving is a little tough to master, but it does add to the fun
- An option to snap\/align track pieces would be awesome

I'd say this game could definitely use multiplayer, but as it stands right now, it works just fine the way it is.. Not a bad little
game at this point. One of the previous reviewers said there was no way to lock the camera on a particular train and follow
it. That is not true. All you have to do is select the train you want to follow from the list in the upper left hand corner and
then click on the picture of the train in the lower left. The camera now follows this train. I have a good feeling about this
one. The graphics and sound are pretty good. It is early access. I hope the developers take this all the way. I am going to hang
with them. Nice start !. Nice and hard fantasy version of the famous civilization games.
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Okay its a good on-rails shooter with the ability to move left and right to dodge enemy fire and obsticles.
There are parts where the game gives you the ability of free flight to get past an enemy \/ boss
There is a seperate multi-player arena with free flight ability available.
What I did like about the single player part was the sense of going up as the world curves up but even better was the sense of
falling when the world doubled back on it\u2019s self.
I did not want an on-rails shooter.
I did not like the multi-player arena.
This game was just not for me.. Pitiful, but at 3 bucks... I guess it is not that bad? One test and it really does not look that great
at all. It seems like they just threw it together to say, "world\u2019s first real-time ray tracing benchmark for gamers".. I find
myself writing another review for a game that I am never going to complete. This game is repetitive. The guns just lack impact,
the enemies AI is just run straight at you, so you do that thing where you run backwards letting them create a conga line as you
shoot. There are parts of the levels where clearly once there was a duck button to access them, there is not one now. The setting
might be interesting if the story wasn't presented in the most bland and lack lustre way. The voice actors sound bored, the
animatics are not even high quality, they look like they paid someone to story board and then never updated to complete visuals.

Review score: extreme meh. Like a moron I mistook this for some sort of multi-DLC Collection pack. Goddammit.. i
recommend this becues of the Demoness Summoner costume its have nice modleing it looks cool and if you arew sick of a robe
then buy this
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